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number of persons for tie Senate and then' leave it to the na-
tional executive to appoint 'those he preferred. Nobody seconded
or supported Read's motion.
Madison of Virginia argued that if the legislatures chose the
Senators, and if representation were proportional, then the Sen-
ate would have to be very large. (Delaware delegates had been
saying from the first that on a proportional basis, the national
legislature woulid have to number at least eighty for Delaware
to be entitled to even one member.) Now "the use of the Senate,"
according to Madison, "is to consist in its proceeding with more
coolness, with paore system, & with more wisdom, than the popu-
lar branch. Enlarge their number and you communicate to them
the vices which they are meant to correct/* The Senate would
not automatically' become more weighty by being made more
numerous. "When the weight of a set of men depends merely on
their personal characters, the greater the number the greater
the weight. When it depends on the degree of political authority
lodged in them the smaller the number the greater the weight/*
Gerry of Massachusetts, summing up the reasoning so far,
brought in a franker statement of economic interest than had yet
appeared In the whole course of the Convention. The first mode
of election, by the popular house, "would create a dependence
contrary to the end proposed" The  second  mode,  by  the
national executive, was wa stride towards monarchy that few will
think oiw As to the third mode, by the people; "the people have
two great interests, the landed interest, and the commercial
including the stockholders.7' (By the landed interest Gerry meant
small farmers no less than large landowners; by "stockholders'*
he meant all holders of securities of any kind, commercial or
public.) To "draw both branches from the people will leave no
security to the lattery—the commercial—"interest; the people
being chieiy composed of the landed interest, and erroneously
supposing that the other interests are adverse to it" The fourth
mode of election, that by the state legislatures, Gerry thought
the best "The elections being carried thro* this refinement, will
be most likely to provide some check in favor of the commercial
interest against the landed; without which oppression will take
place, and no free Government can last long when that is the
case.3*
As Gerry was clearly representing the commercial interest, so

